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Background

Senator Fulbright’s philosophies and missions should be carried around the world by Fulbright Scholars via their established and upcoming Fulbright Chapters, Associations or Groups. As founder of two Fulbright Organizations in Texas and Qatar, I firmly believe that Fulbrighters around the world should be interconnected and contribute to the international cause. During the round table discussion a practical approach will be introduced on how to establish a New Fulbright Chapter or Group.

Discussions Questions

1. What is the difference between Fulbright Association, Chapter or Group?

2. Who can be member and/or participate in a Fulbright Association, Chapter or Group?

3. What are the formal/legal obligations between Fulbright Association, Washington DC and the Regional Groups?

4. What is the role of the US Embassy in the operations or activities of Regional Group like Qatar Fulbright Group?

5. What are the most requested/desirable and popular activities of a local Fulbright Group?